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The title of this article ‘George Eliot’s French’ may prompt some readers to remark: ‘No,
she’s not’. And indeed, she is not. But as one of my colleagues remarked, having had a
similar response to his own title ‘Proust’s English’,​[1]​ the ambiguity of the phrase suggests
a ‘profound truth’ (Karlin 2005, p. 1) about the composite nature of language. When
Proust dictated his pages to an English typist, he joked that since he could not speak
English and she did not know French, his novel was written in une langue intermédiaire
(an in-between language), which integrated English words and phrases resulting in a
mixed text. Such a text he expected his audience to savour.​[2]​
An experience recounted to us by Karlin offers a suggestive point of departure for my
discussion on intermediate language. The origin of his book on Proust can be traced,
Karlin (2005, p. 1) says, in a savoury moment he encountered in À la recherche du temps
perdu, one which still gives him intense pleasure. Marcel, the narrator in Proust’s novel,
attends a grand dinner and on his way out is seen wearing what he refers to – in English –
as his snow boots. Having been made to realise by the contemptuous looks of the
footmen and the assembled guests that this was a footwear faux pas, he feels the shame of social embarrassment at its highest pitch. But when the Princess of Parma comes towards
him praising him on his choice of sensible footwear, the mockery turns to respect and the
guests crowd around Marcel to inquire where he had found these marvels. Karlin
concludes that it was the pleasure he took in Marcel’s snow boots, which led him 10 years
ago to collect the English words in A la recherche, seeing them as vital to a novel that not
only dispels the notion that a language can be pure, but also identifies purity with sterility
and lack of creativity. Karlin’s research draws extensively on Mallarmé’s (1877) Les mots
anglais, a treatise that makes the case that languages are necessarily ‘mixed and crossbred’
(Karlin, 2005, p. 8). In A la recherche, Karlin observes (2005, p. 7) that ‘pure’ old
French is spoken by Mme de Guermantes, who is both childless and uncreative.
I too find pleasure in the use of borrowed words, largely because they seem to
represent the yearning to transcend the boundaries of existence trapped in one cultural
space. In the same way, at the heart of George Eliot’s project, is a desire to present
characters whose Anglo-European identities open the possibility for redemption in the
transcending of a unitary, national and monocultural self (Seeber, 2000, p. 18). The focus
here then is on intercultural identity, hybridity and cosmopolitanism in Homi Bhabha’s
now well-known tradition of ‘making linkages through the unstable elements of literature
and life’ (Bhabha, 2011, p. 19) in order to discover how ‘newness enters the world’
(Rushdie, cited in Bhabha, 2011, p. 19).
Proponents of cosmopolitanism have, of course, often been ridiculed, and the idea of
hybridity perceived as synonymous with alienation and hypocrisy: ‘Friend of men, and
enemy of almost every man he had to do with’. Thomas Carlyle is supposed to have said
of the eighteenth century Marquis de Mirabeau who wrote a treatise L’Ami des hommes
when he was not trying to jail his own son (Appiah, 2011, p. 32). Yet, like Appiah, even
if I am uneasy in the company of those who favour a facile cosmopolitanism, I am
nonetheless happy to part company with its most famous opponents, Hitler and Stalin,
two historical figures who regularly ‘launched invectives against rootless cosmopolitans’
(Appiah, 2011, p. 39). And like Appiah (2011, p. 39), the thought I share with all other
cosmopolitans is that ‘no local loyalty can ever justify forgetting that each human being
has responsibilities to every other’. When the monologic language self amounts to
subjugation to unreal loyalties, the use of a composite idiom, I hope to show, represents
resolution and change.
Taking the concept of intercultural identity then as my key to Daniel Deronda, I hope
to shed light on the nature of George Eliot’s composite idiom, and on the more general
theme of linguistic borrowing in the context of aesthetic creation. I shall first draw on
Ducrot’s (1984) notion of polyphony and explore the concept of borrowing as a need to
go beyond the boundaries of a closed national identity. I will then define the phenomenon
of language crossing as a form of inferencing. More specifically, I will be concerned with
how specific inferences can be derived from George Eliot’s use of French in Daniel
Deronda, that is, how individual French lexical items can be understood beyond the
boundaries of what is merely said by characters.

Linguistic borrowing and polyphonic identity: a human way of sensing the world
Interculturally

The question I shall address here is how what is commonly referred to as linguistic
borrowing (Muysken, 2000) relates to an understanding of identity as polyphonic and
intercultural. In attempting to formulate a concept of polyphonic utterance understanding,
I shall now turn to Ducrot (1984, p. 193), who, inspired by Bakhtin (1981), demonstrates
how understanding an utterance is a matter of realising that discourse is a theatrical staging
of several voices. In the act of uttering, he argues (1984, p. 193) that a speaker controls the
voices of his characters and presents us with their attitudes and beliefs. He identifies three
instances of ‘voice’: the speaking subject (sujet parlant) utters the discourse in the
physical sense of the word, the speaker (locuteur) is responsible for the act of utterance
and the enunciators (énonciateurs) are those real or imagined entities whose points of
view (points de vue) are expressed in discourse. The speaker (locuteur) can be the same as
the enunciator though this is not necessarily the case: the ‘I’ in an utterance such as ‘So
I’m stupid, am I?’ is unlikely to express the opinion of the speaker. Rather, we interpret it
as an echo of a viewpoint expressed by an enunciator, in this case the entity represented by
‘you’. The implications of this staging of utterances within one speaker are far reaching
for the use of composite utterances. Indeed, when speakers use a composite idiom, it may
be argued that they present their identity through the perspective of enunciators from
another language background. In other words, the traces of the enunciator’s discourse are
manifest in the speaker’s use of a composite utterance. A polyphonic and intercultural
identity emerges then when speakers integrate the opinions and viewpoints of enunciators
within their own discourse by means of a composite idiom.
What then is the status of composite utterances in this model of utterance
understanding? We could say that they contain within themselves the seeds of dialogue.
It was Bakhtin (1981), who, in his illuminating theorising about utterance understanding,
first put forward the notion of ‘dialogism’ to refer to the relation between the discourse
initiated by the ‘I’ and the discourse of others. An utterance that may seem to belong to
one speaker by its syntax (see the use of ‘I’ in ‘So, I’m stupid, aren’t I’?’) is in fact a
double-accented, double-styled hybrid construction, i.e. one that ‘contains mixed within it
two utterances, two manners of speaking, two styles, two “languages”, two semantic and
axiological belief systems’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 304).
The examples selected by Bakhtin are derived from the English comic novel in which
typically the author inserts a sequence constructed in different axiological horizons. In the
example below taken from Dickens’ Little Dorrit, the author describes the character of
Mr Merdle as ‘that illustrious man and great national ornament’ (book 2, ch. 24). The
next sentence, ‘It began to be widely understood that one who had done society the
admirable service of making so much money out of it, could not be suffered to remain a
commoner’ displays hybridity: It starts off within the style of an objective universal
statement ‘it began to be widely understood’, but changes its axiological direction by
echoing common opinion (and possibly that of the narrator) in ‘who had done society the
admirable service of making so much money out of it’.
Every utterance then made by an individual collaborates in a system of other
varieties of languages, the languages of different groups, the ‘professional languages’
and ‘the languages of generations and so forth’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 272). And each
utterance is determined by both its participation in the centrifugal forces of this ‘living
heteroglossia’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 272) and the centripetal forces of the ‘unitary
language’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 272). Because language is not ever the property of a
single individual, it comes pre-packaged with the intentions of others. And in literary
language, Bakhtin (1981, p. 294) observes that language is not a closed dialect for it
bears the marks, as we have seen, of other axiological horizons. More pertinently for the
purpose of this current study, Bakhtin (1981, p. 295) defines ‘European heteroglossia’ as
a ‘unity of several languages’ that have come into contact and mutually recognise one
another. The incorporation of heteroglossia in the novel amounts to a ‘mixing of
languages within a single utterance’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 358). And through such mixing,
in so far as it is intentional in the novel, the presence of two individual sociolinguistic
consciousnesses is made manifest. This process of bringing different languages in
contact with one another, he argues, purports to illuminate one language by means of
another. The novel as a form, then, can be said to posit all national and social languages
as equally capable of being vehicles of truths, operating what Bakhtin (1981, p. 367)
refers to as a ‘semantic decentering of the ideological world, a certain homelessness of
literary consciousness’. In other words, the novel form frees human discourse from the
shackles of a ‘single unitary language’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 367) and, consequently, from
the myth of linguistic determinism, i.e. the view that language absolutely determines our
thought processes. This decentering, which we will observe in Eliot’s work, occurs when
a national culture becomes porous, and in Bakhtin’s (1981, p. 370) words, ‘loses its
sealed-off and self-sufficient character’. In Daniel Deronda, this shift away from the use
of a monologic language gives George Eliot the opportunity to search for the etymology
of words. Writers such as Anderson and Shaw (2013) and Shuttleworth (1984) have
observed that this concern with roots is central to her work. Shuttleworth (1984, p. 17),
for example, interprets this focus on etymological precision as an instance of ‘a question
that recurs throughout the sciences of the period’, i.e. the issue of the individual’s
relation to the social whole, ‘whether it concerns the relation of a pebble to a geological
stratum, [or] a linguistic root to a language’. More specifically related to etymology,
Anderson and Shaw (2013) have noted the ‘interleaving’ (p. 184) of Saxon and Latin
etymology in the Spanish Gypsy to such an extent that George Eliot, they argue, could
teach us a thing or two about Bakhtinian heteroglossia. Even more interestingly, they
observe that the vocabulary of roots in mid-nineteenth century England provides Eliot
with a context in which to discuss emigration and cosmopolitanism and combines with a
discourse of ‘blood and racial inheritance’ (Anderson & Shaw, 2013).
A point that deserves mention at this stage is that the phenomenon of language
mixing is widespread in intercultural communities, and not confined solely to literary
language. Rampton (1998, p. 304), for example, writing about conversational borrowing
into Creole, refers to language crossing as ‘an authentic expression of their [the speakers’]
identity in acts of serious self-contextualisation’. In this sense, we can see how a switch
into another language operates, to quote Bakhtin (1984, p. 189, cited in Rampton, 1998,
p. 304), the insertion of ‘a new semantic intention into a discourse which already has an
intention of its own. Such a discourse […] must be seen as belonging to someone else. In
one discourse, two semantic intentions appear, two voices’. The useful distinction made
here by Rampton (1998, p. 304) is between unidirectional double-voicing by which
speakers integrate someone else’s discourse in the same direction as their own intentions
and vari-directional double-voicing in which the two voices can be dissonant and
‘opposed’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 193, cited in Rampton, 1998, p. 305). Vari-directional
double voicing, Rampton (1998, p. 305) interestingly observed, occurred most frequently
in his studies of adolescents’ language crossing into Asian English. Crossing into Asian
English represented for the majority of these young people ‘a stage of historical
transition’ (Rampton, 1998, p. 305) that they were leaving behind and symbolised
‘distance’ (Rampton, 1998, p. 305) from the main concerns of adolescent experience.
Rampton’s concluding remarks in this respect are of particular relevance to the
methodological issues raised by the present paper. Having demonstrated that language
crossing is in many conversational contexts a spontaneous performance phenomenon
rather than a marginal occurrence, Rampton astutely observes (1998, p. 310) that in order
to gain an understanding of how language crossing disrupts ‘common-sense realities’
(1998, p. 305), we need ‘to look closely at genres which at some points are really quite
which at some points are really quite removed from everyday talk’. For such a focus on local conversation would amount to a kind of ‘analytic parochialism’ (Rampton, 1998, p. 311) ignoring the contemporary
‘diaspora multilingualisms’, which, at the time Rampton wrote, were already taking place
in emerging globalised communities. Indeed, we need to look for double-voiced
discourse in genres that are distant from us to demonstrate that language crossing
‘become (s) an artistically complete image of a characteristic human way of sensing and
seeing the world’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 370), a fundamentally human way of apprehending
interculturality.
Language crossing and implied meaning

Language crossing has been construed so far as a polyphonic and intercultural
decentering of the self. But readers, when they are confronted with a writer’s switch
into another language, are also required to recover meaning that is implied. The approach
to implied meaning with which I shall be working here is derived from standard
theorising in the field of Pragmatics according to which an utterance is ‘implied’
whenever the mechanisms for its recovery go beyond the boundaries of what is ‘said’
(Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1986, p. 98). The main task facing the pragmaticist then is to analyse
the mechanisms by which implied meaning is understood by readers. Such meaning
recovery is necessarily dynamic, that is readers successfully recover meaning through a
process of forming and cancelling assumptions about the writer’s utterances.
An example will serve to make these mechanisms clear: Let us consider two
imaginary contexts in which a student, Aaron, invites his friend Simon to a party. In
context A, Aaron asks Simon if he can attend the party on Monday night. In context B,
Aaron asks Simon if he can come to a party on Tuesday night. In both contexts, Simon
replies, I’m taking my last exam on Tuesday. The first thing of note is that in both
contexts, Simon responds indirectly, i.e. he does not say ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Besides, the
different interpretations of Simon’s response do not depend on what is ‘said’ since what is
‘said’ in both contexts is the same, i.e. ‘My last exam is on Tuesday’. Indeed, it is a form
of interpretative calculus, which leads us to conclude that in context A, as opposed to
context B, Simon cannot go to Aaron’s party. This calculus is based partly on our
understanding of the linguistic properties of the utterance (at the level of what is said
explicitly), partly on extralinguistic, contextual and cultural references, which allow us to
disambiguate, i.e. understand the implied content of the utterance. What this example
shows us, amongst other things, is that language as code is not sufficient to give us access
to meaning, and that any discussion of implicit forms of communication needs to gauge
how embedded they are in a particular socio-historical context.
The calculus of interpretation is not different in kind when it comes to interacting
across languages, except that the degree of negotiation needed for meaning recovery to
occur between participants in this context is necessarily greater. Verschueren (2008, p. 24)
illustrates this by giving the example of an African man who when asked ‘what is your
mother tongue?’ might give as an answer a language which he has never spoken, but
which was spoken in the village where one of his parents grew up. What this example
shows is that whilst the requirements for the calculus of interpretation remain the same as
for monolingual contexts, that is a process of hypothesis formation, extra familiarity with
the non-linguistic context of situation is required, i.e. in this case, the African linguistic
context, if disambiguation is to take place. As Verschueren (2008, p. 29) puts it,
‘Inferences […] can never unthinkingly be connected with intentions’. Indeed, a calculus




George Eliot’s reception in France was, and is, still mixed, generally revealing a lack of
engagement with the religious dimension of her work. George Eliot’s novels are an
informed response to the complex religious controversies of the Victorian age. Summarily
put (for a comprehensive analysis, see Jay’s (1979) The Religion of the Heart), the
religious context of her novels is one in which the Church of England includes a complex
diversity of theological positions, ​[3]​ which French literary critics have tended to downplay.
In an extensive review of George Eliot’s reception in France, for example, Couch (1967,
p. vi) claimed that ‘her [George Eliot’s] point of view is too basically Protestant to appeal
to the average French, Roman Catholic reader’. More recently, Henri-Lepage (2003,
p. 54) observed that although George Eliot had been raised as an evangelical she had lost
her faith by the time she had become a novelist as a result of her broadening intellectual
interests. Despite the fact that the title of George Eliot’s first work Scenes of Clerical life
was enough to put off atheist readers, she was, claims Henri-Lepage, critical of religion
and dealt with life in a world that shunned the transcendent. Such responses ignore the
fact that Eliot’s novels were written with a ‘doctrinal purpose’ (Jay, 1979, p. 3), even if
their greatness lies in her ability ‘to subdue polemical pronouncements of a theological
nature to the dramatic necessities of the novel as a genre’ (Wolf, 2014, p. 9). Proust’s
comments about George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss that ‘deux pages du Moulin sur la
Floss me font pleurer’ [reading but two pages of The Mill on the Floss reduces me to
tears] (Corr. X, 55) strike a more positive note, and the parallels between the two writers
in terms of their moral vision and their depiction of rural scenes are well known (see
Couch, 1967).
George Eliot herself had an ambivalent attitude to the French literary scene as is
evidenced by an often quoted citation from a letter she wrote to her French translator,
François D’Albert-Durade, in 1859:

I particularly wish my books to be well translated into French, because the French read so
little English, and if there is any healthy truth in my art, surely they need it to purify their
literary air!
(George Eliot’s letters, Haight (1954) vol. III, p. 231)

The diffidence expressed here is echoed in other parts of her work, most notably her
essays, in which she refers to Balzac as the ‘most wonderful writer of fiction the world
has ever seen’ whilst owning that he ‘drags us by magic force through scene after scene
of unmitigated vice, till the effect of walking among this human carrion is a moral
nausea’ (Pinney, 1963, p. 146).
A marked change in her attitude to French literature is manifest, however, in her later
years. Her reading of Victor Hugo’s L’Homme qui rit [The man who laughs] has been
documented (Knapp, 2000, p. 197) along with the parallels between Daniel Deronda and
Victor Hugo’s main protagonist Gwynplaine (Knapp, 2000, p. 204). Less often made is
the observation (Rignall, 2000, p. 211) that Daniel Deronda is exceptional among George
Eliot’s novels in that it begs for comparison with the novels of other European countries,
namely those of Balzac and Proust. The claim here is not that George Eliot was directly
influenced by those writers, but rather that there are affinities with the French writers,
which are a ‘measure of the bold new departure that Deronda represents’ (Rignall, 2000,
p. 211). Similarly to Balzac and Proust, Daniel Deronda focuses on the cosmopolitan
world of the rich and its ‘formal qualities’ (Rignall, 2000, p. 212). Deronda, concludes
Rignall (2000, p. 223), has ironic boldness, which is far divorced from the conservative
spirit detected by Proust in George Eliot’s earlier work, and it is with this quality of
taking the reader on journeys of unknown imagination in mind that we shall examine her
use of the composite idiom.
George Eliot’s composite idiom
General findings
I have recorded 74 occurrences of language mixing in Daniel Deronda,​[4]​ the majority of
which are from the perspective of narratorial comment, 45 occurrences, i.e. 61% of the
total number of occurrences (see Appendix 1). Of these, 51% are narratorial comments
about characters and 9% are general narratorial comments. Language crossings issuing
from characters’ speech account for 29 occurrences, i.e. 39% of the total number of
occurrences (74). Of these, nine composite utterances issue from Gwendolen (31%), five
from Hans Meyrick (17%), three from Daniel Deronda (9%), three from Sir Hugo (9%),
two from Klesmer (7%), one from Mirah (3%), one from Grandcourt (3%), one from Mrs
Arrowpoint (3%), one from Lady Brackenshaw (3%), one from Gwendolen’s mother
(3%), one from a group of minor bystanders (3%), one from Lush (3%), one from Mr
Vandernoodt (3%) and one from a minor character (3%). Of these, the majority are in
direct speech (25), three from Gwendolen are in free indirect speech (FIS) (see below for
a definition of FIS) and one from Mirah is a narrative report of a speech act.
Narrator’s comments
What I have referred to as the narrator’s comments is not unproblematic. The status of the
narrator in novels has been widely researched into (Bal, 1985; Chatman, 1990; Cohn,
1981; Niederhoff, 2011), but what I shall be using here are Genette’s (1983, p. 10)
distinctions between histoire (the narrated events whether they be fictitious or real), the
récit (the discourse by means of which the events are narrated) and narration (the
narrative act of the story teller/historian), the narrative act being the context of situation of
both story and narration (Genette 1983, p. 11).
Of particular importance in this study is the relationship between the characters’
modes of speech and thought production and their use of the composite idiom in the récit.
As far as this particular novel is concerned, we can distinguish after Genette (1983, p. 42)
between the extra-diegetic narrator’s discourse referred to as récit primaire and the
characters’ discourse referred to as récit second. The kind of speech used in narrator’s
discourse is narrativised and indirect, whereas it is reported in character’s discourse.​[5]​
In the small corpus referred to above, the majority of language crossings occur in
extra-diegetic narrator primary discourse. Consider the following example, the description
early in the novel of Gwendolen, who, playing roulette in a Casino, starts to lose after
encountering Deronda’s gaze that acts as an ‘evil eye’:

(1) She had begun to believe in her luck, others had begun to believe in it: she had visions of
being followed by a cortège who would worship her as a goddess of luck and watch her play
as a directing augury.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 7)

The use of the word ‘cortège’ has the apposite connotations of the grandeur to which
Gwendolen aspires, and indeed, the example is followed by a comment in free direct
speech: ‘why shouldn’t a woman have a like supremacy?’ The word cortège itself was
borrowed by French from the Italian corteggio in 1622 (Rey, 2006) where it designated a
procession of people in a ceremony, the verb corteggiare denoting the activity of
accompanying a person of importance to whom honour was due. The narrator here uses it
in the context of a fictional continental spa resort, Leubronn, ​[6]​ where ‘distant varieties of
the European type’ (Eliot, 2000, p. 4) congregated in the pursuit of gambling. The
narrator’s use of the word points to a need to depict a distinctively European situation that
goes beyond the boundaries of the monolingual self in the etymologically precise context
of Gwendolen expecting observers to worship her.
The word ‘cortège’ is also used figuratively in the novel to describe how Grandcourt
likes to feel his power over Deronda in supposing Deronda to be envious of him:

(2) An imaginary envy, the idea that others feel their comparative deficiency, is the ordinary
‘cortège’ of egoism; and his pet dogs were not the only beings that Grandcourt liked to feel
his power over in making them jealous.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 304)

We learn from the Dictionnaire Historique de la Langue Française (2006) that the word
was used metaphorically as far back as 1755 to convey the idea of contiguity between
entities as in the expression ‘un cortège d’harmoniques’ in music. This close attention to
detail is a testimony to Eliot’s knowledge of European languages and to her pragmatic
competence. Other examples of this ability occur in the uses of words I have selected
from the list below (see Appendix 1),​[7]​ e.g. tableaux vivants, éclat, congé.
The expression tableaux vivants is used by the narrator in the context of Gwendolen’s
fancying herself as an actress and comparing herself to ‘Rachel’, a famous actress in
nineteenth century France:

(3) she had never acted - only made a figure in tableaux vivants at school; but she felt
assured she could act well, and having been once or twice to the Théȃtre Français […], her
waking dreams and cogitations as to how she would manage her destiny sometimes turned
on the question whether she should become an actress like Rachel.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 56)

The phrase Tableaux vivants refers to a group of actors in costume posing and displaying
a scene without moving or speaking. The combination of tableaux vivants and Rachel is
telling when we know that Rachel’s story is one of rags to riches. Rachel, the daughter of
Jewish bohemians, became an internationally known actress through sheer determination
and belief in her ability. She was the mistress of Napoleon’s son and is reputed to have
had a great number of lovers. It is also worth remarking that tableaux vivants were both
shown in schools’ nativity plays and as erotic material with females posing in the nude.
By using the phrase, Eliot generates a wide array of inferences related to acting, religion
and sexuality. The ambiguity of the inferences that can be drawn from this phrase points
to Gwendolen’s polyphonic identity.
Similarly, the word éclat is judiciously used in relation to Gwendolen. The historical
development of the word is interesting.​[8]​ Its original meaning (1165) was derived from the
verb éclater (to explode) and an éclat was a fragment of a body that had burst or
exploded. From this, a set of uses related to the idea of sudden outburst appeared such as
‘éclat de rire’ (seventeenth century). As early as the sixteenth century the word has
connotations of a kind of violence that is visually perceived with the added sense of a
bright light so that ‘avec éclat’ (brilliantly) is used, and so is the expression ‘renommée
éclatante’ (glittering fame). By extension, the noun was attributed to individuals to
signify liveliness and brightness so that a colour or a person could be said to ‘avoir de
l’éclat’ or to have lost its shine (perdre de l’éclat). It is in the combined senses of
brightness and fame that it is used in the novel, i.e. in a description of Gwendolen for
whom no one can achieve true happiness without a shining reputation:

(4) And poor Gwendolen had never dissociated happiness from personal pre-eminence and
éclat.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 298)

The word éclat imported from another European context than the one in which
Gwendolen initially finds herself at the beginning of the novel plunges the reader in
the foreign grand tour by introducing a voice that carries with it other axiological
horizons. ‘European heteroglossia’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 295), this mutual recognition of
contact between related languages, manifests itself sharply in Eliot’s narratorial
statements. But where does the voice come from? Who is the enunciator staging this
drama of ‘éclat’ in the novel? It is what I shall refer to as the enunciator of the European
mind, documenting the evolution of the word éclat through history with all its inferences
of violence due to fragmentation. For Gwendolen at that moment of her life has not found
rest within herself. To emphasise this lack of coincidence in Gwendolen’s being, this
fundamental dissonance between two voices, Eliot crosses into French just as the
adolescents of Rampton’s (1998) studies used vari-directional double-voicing to represent
abandoned histories and to symbolise alienation. In other words, we might say that the
use of a composite idiom paints the self’s lack of coincidence with itself, and to use
Sartrean terminology, the for-itself rather than the in-itself.
Lastly, the word congé is used at that critical moment in the novel when Deronda,
visiting a Jewish bookshop in search for his friend’s brother, is asked by the startlingly
unusual Mordecai if he is a Jew. Deronda, embarrassed by the excited questioner, answers
‘no’, and suddenly Mordecai switches to a tone of ‘distant civility’:

(5) The effect of this change on Deronda –he afterwards smiled when he recalled it- was
oddly embarrassing, as if some high dignitary had found him deficient and given him his
congé.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 426)

The word congé here gives the reader access to a range of inferences, the product of a
negotiation in the contradictory discourse of the Jew and that of the dignitary. The
intercultural heteroglossia is manifest: embedded within the Mordecai discourse, the
enunciator’s voice of the dignitary is present. The expression to give congé is a calque from
the French donner congé used in 1265 with its first use as permission to leave found in
military language (Rey, 2006, p. 848). The more general sense of dismissal is realised in
the phrase ‘donner congé’ and the word is now commonly used in a professional context
where ‘donner congé’ can mean to dismiss an employee (Rey, 2006, p. 849). The use of
such a locution is not arbitrary. It inserts what Bakhtin (1984, p. 189, cited in Rampton,
1998, p. 304) refers to as the ‘two semantic intentions’ of a discourse, its ‘two voices’.
Through the use of the word congé, a double-voicing is introduced, which is varidirectional
(see Bakhtin, 1984, p. 193, cited in Rampton, 1998, p. 305) and generates
inferences of dissonance, hence Deronda’s embarrassment. More specifically, the crossing
gives us access to two axiological horizons, the presence of two individual sociolinguistic
consciousnesses, that of Mordecai and that of the dignitary. The narratorial comment here
reveals the existence of different varieties of language, the language of the Jew, the
language of the military, ‘the languages of generations and so forth’ (see Bakhtin, 1981,
p. 272). And so the utterance collaborates, to use Bakhtin’s words (1981, p. 272), in the
centrifugal forces of a ‘living heteroglossia’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 272).

Character’s discourse or récit second
The majority of composite utterances in characters’ speech occur in Gwendolen’s (31%)
and Hans Meyrick’s speeches (17%). An initial observation was that language crossings
in narrator’s comments about Gwendolen illustrated a cosmopolitan and fragmented self.
But as we will see below, this is by no means a defining characteristic of Gwendolen’s
mixed utterances in récit second, i.e. in character’s discourse.
Here, her utterances can be divided into two categories, those which issue directly
from her, i.e. in direct speech, and those in FIS. The majority of her mixed utterances are
in direct speech, including the following French words and locutions: rôle, Mr Jabot
change de linge, distingué, fat, pȃté de foie gras, ennui. The word rôle is in reference to
Gwendolen’s sister Alice’s lack of intelligence:

(6) She has no ear for music, or language, or anything else. It would be much better for her to
be ignorant, mamma: it’s her rôle, she would do it very well.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 28)
The uncharitable nature of the utterance aside, Gwendolen weaves into her speech
commonplace ideas about a great chain of being on which Alice figures not very highly.
It is unclear what enunciators Gwendolen enters into dialogue with here. Nor is it very
important to know since she so clearly takes responsibility for the illocutionary force of
her utterance. The ‘M. Jabot change de linge’ remark is a reference to L’ histoire de M.
Jabot by Rodolphe Töpffer (1833), one of the earliest French ‘bandes dessinées’ (comic
strip), which tells the story of Mr Jabot, a buffoon who apes the manners of his betters.
As he is about to go to bed, his clothes catch fire on a candle: ‘je brûle! je brûle!’ (I’m on
fire!) he cries (Töpffer, 1833, p. 38), upon which the Marchioness thinks that he is in love
with her. M. Jabot is finally saved by changing clothes: ‘M. Jabot change de linge’. The
dialogical reference draws on the collective voice ‘dont l’origine est la sapience humaine’
(Barthes, 1970, p. 25). The example encodes the cultural code​[9]​ implicitly, i.e.
Gwendolen’s utterance is made from the perspective of commonsensical wisdom, and
is turned into a saying which one is expected to derive inferentially: ‘men, like M. Jabot,
and by inference Grandcourt, can in their dealings with women be treated as inconsistent
buffoons. Later, however, as Gwendolen begins to perceive Grandcourt as a possible
partner, she needs to perceive him as separate from other men, which is expressed
through the French term ‘distingué’ as in ‘So I do mamma, as liking goes. There is less to
dislike in him than about most men. He is quiet and distingué.’ The term is like most of
Eliot’s language crossings into French motivated by a sense of the etymological:
distingué from the Latin distinguere, (to separate, to differentiate), but even more
interestingly, the Indo-European root °stig (to prick), as in the Greek (stigmata) and in
English (stick) (Rey, 2006, p. 1106) generates the cultural implied meaning of someone
who is separated by a mark, a distinctive feature. And this is precisely what Gwendolen
seeks in a man.

The inferences to which we are given access in the latter parts of the novel also
encode the collective voice into the discourse, by the use of words such as pȃté de foie
gras and ennui. Both of these terms refer to particular cultural realities: the culinary term
generates inferences of bloatedness, and the other is used in the seventeenth century sense
of melancholy experienced by someone who has grown world weary. Unsurprisingly,
then, the words are uttered at a time when Gwendolen, suffering under Grandcourt’s
tyrannical rule, attempts ‘to exercise her old spirit’ (Eliot, 2000, p. 649). The word fat,
now obsolete, is used by Grandcourt and mentioned by Gwendolen. Fat, a borrowing
from old Provençal the origin of which is in the latin fatuus (tasteless) (Rey, 2006,
p. 1401), became used by extension of stupid and mad individuals (see modern Provençal
fada) in the classical era (1661). The word is increasingly used (eighteenth century) of
witless but pretentious individuals, especially men who think themselves irresistible to
women (Rey, 2006, p. 1401). That this word should be applied to Deronda is nothing
short of a calculated insult on the part of Grandcourt, something not lost on Gwendolen
who replies: ‘Why do you call him a fat? Do you object to him so much?’ When later
Grandcourt suggests that they invite him to Diplow, Gwendolen says: ‘I don’t think he
would come. He is too clever and learned to care about us’. This, as before, shows how
perspicacious Eliot is in her use of French lexis, here a device to illustrate the husband’s
brutal unfairness pitted against the wife’s precise knowledge of the French insult.
Two instances of Gwendolen’s composite idiom in the secondary discourse of
characters are in FIS.​[10]​ Consider her expression of subjectivity in the utterance below:

(7) He was adorably quiet and free from absurdities- he would be a husband en suite with the
best appearance a woman could make. But what else was he? He had been everywhere, and
seen everything. That was desirable, and especially gratifying […] 
(Eliot, 2000, p. 147)


In her use of en suite, Gwendolen gives free rein to her pre-marital musings. Her	
subjectivity is encoded here in an excited, almost child-like, way. Following research in
Rey (2006, p. 1249), en suite can still be found in French in the seventeenth century, and is
an antecedent spelling of ensuite, ‘later on’. The word ‘suite’ without the ‘en’ is attested
with the meaning of subordinates or escort attached to a Lord in 1559 (Rey, 2006, p. 3684)
and this is how it is used in (7). Gwendolen could not be more wrong in her construing of
Grandcourt as her consort, but what is noteworthy here is that her subjectivity is encoded
expressively through the use of FIS, note, for example, the stressed italicised that. The
presence of free indirect discourse has also been noted by Teranishi (2008) in George
Eliot’s representation of her characters’ consciousness. Citing Fludernik (1996), Teranishi
(2008, p. 76) refers to a ‘linguistically inderminate focaliser’ or communis opinio in
relation to Gwendolen, i.e. when Gwendolen thinks about her ideal marriage as in (7), she
not only expresses her subjectivity, but also enables the reader to ‘discern the
contemporary social ideology’ (Teranishi, 2008, p. 76). The character is thus used by
Eliot, he argues, as an ideological subject endowed with the ‘linguistically indeterminate
voice’ (Teranishi, 2008, p. 77) of what I have referred to as enunciators, i.e. the collective
voice ‘dont l’origine est la sapience humaine’ (Barthes, 1970, p. 25). And so the
interesting aspect of Teranishi’s (2008, p. 77) analysis is that he links the phenomenon of
FIS to an interplay between linguistic features and inferences from the non-linguistic
context of the cultural code, i.e. communis opinio. Further, Teranishi (2008, p. 81) makes
the very important point that a text is not necessarily monologic because it appears to be
under the control of an omniscient narrator. He argues justly that polyphony has much to
do with the willingness to allow voices into the text ‘that are not under the control of the
author’s ideology’ (Teranishi, 2008, p. 81). Enunciators, which he refers to as focalisers,
have an ‘evaluative function’ (Teranishi, 2008, p. 81), that is, as in Ducrot (1984), they
take on responsibility for the illocutionary force of their utterances. What makes a text
polyphonic rather than monologic then is that it presents ‘cogent opinions’ (Teranishi,
2008, p. 81), which are systematically produced by more than one enunciator. He
concludes astutely that even a predominantly third person ‘omniscient’ narrator like Eliot
can produce polyphonic effects ‘by appropriating characters’ idioms or representing
communis opinio (Teranishi, 2008, p. 82).
The poignancy of Gwendolen’s language crossings into French to reveal a European
heteroglossia is also evident in Hans Meyrick’s use of the language. Although Hans’s
composite idiom may be taken on first reading as a kind of light-hearted, bohemian froth,
there is a sense in which he crosses into French at moments of social awkwardness, when
his personality is under scrutiny and his duplicity is about to be revealed. Consider, for
example, his use of the phrase le néant as he explains to Deronda why he has painted
Berenice ​[11]​ seated lonely on the ruins of Jerusalem although it is not known what
happened to her after she was sent away from Rome by the emperor Titus:

(8) I break off in the Homeric style. The story is chipped off, so to speak, and passes with a
ragged edge into nothing –le néant; can anything be more sublime, especially in French?
(Eliot, 2000, p. 506)

That the sublime character of the painting should be accentuated by the use of the French
word may be understood here as a mark of Hans’s attempt at self-irony. Indeed, in the
next utterance, he distances himself from the vulgarity of those who would like to see
Berenice’s end realistically depicted, her corpse, her burial, ‘her will read and her linen
distributed’. But in his redundant use of the word ‘néant’, is not Hans being himself
vulgar? A different semantic intention is integrated here and other enunciators (Ducrot,
1984) take responsibility for the illocutionary force of using ‘le néant’. This discourse is
the echo of somebody else’s voice, that of Hans’s enunciative critical friend: Deronda. It
is no surprise then that Hans’s crossing into French occurs at the moment when his
duplicity becomes manifest, i.e. when Deronda realises that Mirah has not only been
asked to model for Berenice, but has been conveniently lied to as to the true history of the
character. Nor is it surprising then that French is used again by Hans in the context of his
confession to Mirah that he had invented the whole story about Berenice sitting desolate
on the ruins of Jerusalem. But more interestingly, the French word used by Hans in this
scene (see example 9) expresses his concerns that Mirah’s Jewish identity should not be
overly emphasised. Hans, asked to give his opinion on the dress Mirah is to wear for a
concert at Klesmer’s house, says:

(9) It looks too theatrical. We must not make you a rôle of the poor Jewess –or of being a
Jewess at all.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 540)

The word ‘rôle’ appears three times in the novel with its seventeenth century meaning of
a theatrical part given to someone (Rey, 2006, p. 3277). Mirah’s Jewish identity here is
construed in polyphonic fashion as a staging of different voices whose saliency can be
emphasised or not depending on what kind of dress one wears. But Mirah disagrees:
indeed, this [the dress] will do’. […] ‘it is all real, you know’, here she looked at Hans,
‘even if it seemed theatrical’. It is as real, Mirah adds, as Berenice sitting on the ruins
although that too could be seen as theatrical. Just as we feel that Mirah is becoming
uncertain about the boundaries between what is real and what is theatrical, Hans
confesses to Mirah that he has made up the whole scene of Berenice sitting on the ruins,
and pleads for forgiveness. He is absolved by Mirah in what is an acceptance that the
boundaries between the theatrical and the real are tenuous:

(10) You knew it was what she would be sure to do – a Jewess who had not been faithful –
who had done what she did and was penitent. She could have no joy but to afflict herself;
and where else would she go? I think it is very beautiful that you should enter so into what a
Jewess would feel.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 541)

The aporia, ‘what is real? what is theatrical?’, is resolved by Mirah. She can forgive Hans
because through his art he staged the polyphonic identity of an unfaithful Jewish princess,
and could as a result enter into what a Jewess would feel.​[12]​
Even more so than the two previous characters, Deronda’s use of the mixed idiom
systematically reflects a journey of self-discovery in the context of religious upheaval.
Three examples from the corpus will suffice to illustrate this point. The French words
used by Daniel Deronda include mésalliance, persiflage and physique, none of which are
used to reflect the world of pre-eminence or fashionable bohemianism we referred to
earlier. Quite the contrary, each appears in a context related to serious issues of marriage
(mésalliance and persiflage) and that of identity (physique). Deronda mentions the word
mésalliance as an echo of other enunciators’ uses of it, i.e. as a way of distancing himself
from the term itself. Talking about the imminent marriage between Klesmer, the
celebrated musician, and Miss Arrowpoint, he declares:

(11) If there were any mésalliance in the case, I should say it was on Klesmer’s side’, said
Deronda.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 448)
Now, the utterance is hypothetical, denying importance to the word which he mentions
rather than uses negatively​[13]​ as if he is forced to utter it because it appears in Lady
Pentreath’s preceding discourse. The irony of the utterance is manifest in the sense that it
goes against convention. Indeed, it is Klesmer, the poorer of the two partners, who would,
in Deronda’s view, marry beneath him, a point immediately recognised by Sir Hugo in
‘Ah, you think it is a case of the immortal marrying the mortal?’ suggesting that Deronda
values artistic genius over worldly goods. The word persiflage (1776) has its origins in
siffler (to whistle) and refers to the words used by someone to mock or be ironical. By
persiflage Deronda describes Hans Meyrick’s disquisition on his intention to marry
Mirah. In this context, Deronda appeals to French to distance himself from Hans’s vain
desires. In his use of physique, Deronda addresses the serious question of identity: what
surname would suit Mirah best in her chosen career as a singer? ‘To Deronda just now the
name Cohen was equivalent to the ugliest of yellow badges’ (Eliot, 2000, p. 518). Note
the use of ‘just now’, which indicates that Deronda is on the path towards discovering his
religious identity and will later change his mind.

Use of the composite idiom in a minor character’s secondary discourse
The composite discourse of minor characters can, oddly enough, include lexical items
that are not frequent in French, let alone in English, e.g. the description of Gwendolen at
the beginning of the novel as having a nez retroussé, or Sir Hugo’s use of the word
démangeaison or de l’imprévu. The word démangeaison strikes me as particularly
interesting. It has been used literally in French to refer to a state of itchiness with the
corresponding verb démanger (to itch) since 1492. Both the verb and the noun were later
used figuratively to denote a need or an urge as in ça le démange around the seventeenth
century (Rey, 2006, p. 2119). Sir Hugo uses it here appropriately to show how he has got
rid of the expensive and compulsive habit of buying horses:

(12) ‘[…] and I am very glad to have got rid of that démangeaison,’ said Sir Hugo as they
were coming out.
(Eliot, 2000, p. 463)

The meaning of the item here is communicated weakly, ​[14]​ i.e. an array of possible
inferences can be derived from the utterance and the reader is not constrained to arrive at
a particular interpretation. Sperber and Wilson’s (2004) example ‘John has a square mind’
is an illustration of how a reader can derive a great range of weak implicatures such as
that John has a rigid mind, that he does not easily change his mind, that he is blunt and
straightforwardly honest, the point being that none of these implicatures is necessary for
understanding the utterance ‘John has a square mind’ and that metaphorical uses of words
imply a certain kind of fuzziness. Similarly, Sir Hugo’s démangeaison weakly
communicates an array of inferences, namely that horse-buying is compulsive like an
itch, that it is a pleasurable relief, and an expensive and enslaving vice. As with the
majority of the characters’ language crossings, this one gives the reader as well as other




The purpose of this paper was to explore the use of the composite idiom in the novel
Daniel Deronda. Over the course of the analysis, we saw how French locutions were
inserted in the English text to form a double-voice and intercultural text, which
communicated a wide array of inferences weakly. When recovered, these inferences
shed light on the intercultural nature of the novel, one which not only presents characters
who go beyond the boundaries of a monologic and unitary self, but also shows the risks
of so doing. Keeping this thematic focus in mind, I sought to document the way in which
the various concepts of dialogism could be seen to operate in the use of composite
utterances.
I found three main important characteristics of the composite idiom. What is
remarkable first is that language crossings are inscribed to refer to the French context
of utterance through the use of appropriate and etymologically correct lexis at denotative
and connotative levels. Secondly, the lexis occurs in the majority of cases at points of
conflict, if not distress, for the characters: Gwendolen is made to cross into French as a
vari-directional double-voicing to symbolise alienation and her fragmented self. In a more
light-hearted vein, she also uses French to mock the opposite sex or to eulogise about it
again in jest. Deronda is exposed to crossings at a time of his alienation from his
Jewishness, and systematically uses it to reflect his self-recognition in the context
of religious allegiance. As for Hans, crossings into French tend to represent his
bohemianism and his duplicity. Even a minor character like Sir Hugo uses French to refer
back to the vices and habits, which he is glad to have shaken off.
The use of language crossing, then, may appear at first sight to encode a sense of
overall joyless negativity, alienation and reflection on identity and the self. Yet, and this is
its third characteristic, it may be argued that resorting to it consistently reveals a prise de
conscience, that is, an acute awareness on the part of the characters that their situation
past or present calls for resolution and change, when the monologic language self can no
longer provide such succour. The composite idiom, then, Proust’s langue intermédiaire,
not only highlights moments of tension, but also points to where the solution lies. This is
because mixed utterances can be construed as a freeing from the shackles of monolingual
experience.
In Steiner’s (1975, p. 497) words: ‘To move between languages, to translate, even
within restrictions of totality, is to experience the almost bewildering bias of the human
spirit towards freedom. If we were lodged inside a single “language-skin” or amid a few
languages, the inevitability of our organic subjection to death might well prove more
suffocating than it is’.
It is that very spirit of freedom that blows through the pages of Eliot’s novel ‘where it
wills’ (Jn 3:8) and that creates real, palpable, alternatives of being.
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Appendix 1
Occurrence of language mixing and narrative context of occurrence

Page number + Occurrence	Expression	Context
7 (1)	A cortège	Narrator about Gwendolen
8 (2)      	a) Faites vos jeux, Mesdameset messieurs.b) Le jeu ne va plus	Narration
9 (3)	a) nez retrousséb) ensemblec) ensemble du serpentd) comme il faute) Russie	Character: Minor group of anonymouscharacters seated at a casino about Gwendolen
11 (4)	Rôle	Character:Minor companion of Gwendolen at the casino
17 (5)	Salon	Narration about Gwendolen
18 (6)	Salon	Narration about Gwendolen
28 (7)	Rôle	Character: Gwendolen about her sister
45 (8)	Carte-de-visite	Narration about Miss Arrowpoint
46 (9)	Tête-à- tête	Narration about MrsArrowpoint
56 (10)	Tableaux vivants	Narration about Gwendolen
101 (11)	a) tu seras heureuse, ma chèreb Oui, maman comme toi 	Character: Gwendolen’s mother citing Mme Roland 
102 (12)	Change de linge	Character: Gwendolen
113 (13)	En règle	Character: Mrs Arrowpoint about her daughter
126 (14)	A fellow without ‘esprit’	Character: Klesmer
129 (15)	Au désespoir	Character: Lady BrackenshawTo Gwendolen
147 (16)	En suite	Character/narration FIS Gwendolen
149 (17)	Distingué	Character: Gwendolen about Grandcourt
155 (18)	Nonchalance	Narration about Lush
168 (19)	Opera bouffe	Narration about Gwendolen And cultural code
174 (20)	Table d’hôte	Narration
176 (21)	Salon	Narration
177 (22)	That girl has  […]De l’imprévu	Character: Sir Hugoabout Gwendolen
177 (23)	Moi–je suis ancêtre	Character: Sir Hugo citing Napoleon
216  (24)	À la chinoise	Narration about the Meyrick girls
216 (25)	Histoire d’un Conscrit	Narratorial quotation
235 (26)	He called me ‘petit ange’	Character’s report: Mirah (not italicised)
260 (27)	Ennui	Narration
261 (28)	Brusquerie	Narration about Klesmer
266 (29)	Misalliance	Character: Klesmer
266 (30)	Couvert	Narration
287 (31)	Protégée	Character/narration Gwendolen FIS 
298 (32)	Éclat	Narration about Gwendolen
302 (33)	Nécessaire	Narration about Gwendolen
304 (34)	Cortège	Narration
305 (35)	Traits de moeurs	Narration about Sir Hugo
309 (36)	A ‘sou’	Character Lush
328 (37)	Amour propre	Narration about Grandcourt
344 (38)	Trousseau	Narration about Gwendolen
373 (39)	Physique	Narration about Mrs Glasher
377 (40)	Timbre	Narration about Mrs Glasher
389 (41)	Éclat	FIS Gwendolen
398 (42)	Ennui	Narration about Deronda
402 (43)	Morale	Narration about Deronda
426 (44)	Congé	Narration about Deronda
432 (45)	Physique	Narration about Jacob
434 (46)	Rouleau	Narration about Jewish grandmother
446 (47)	Nonchalant	Narration about Mr Vandernoodt
448 (48)	Mésalliance	Character Deronda
450 (49)	Entrée	Narration about Deronda
455 (50)	Tête-à- tête	Narration about Deronda
459 (51)	naȉveté	Narration about Deronda
463 (52)	Démangeaison	Character: Sir Hugo
464 (53)	Tête-à- tête	Narration about a party of people
464 (54)	Fat	Character Grandcourt
464 (55)	Fat	Character Gwendolen
478 (56)	Faux pas	Character: Mr Vandernoodt
504 (57)	Atelier	Narration about Deronda
506 (58)	Le néant	Character Hans Meyrick 
512 (59)	Persiflage	Character: Deronda
518 (60)	Physique	Character: Deronda
532 (61)	Pièce de résistance	Narration about the Meyricks
540 (62)	Rôle	Character: Hans Meyrick
540 (63) 	Chiffons	Character: Hans Meyrick
621 (64)	Protégée 	Narration about Gwendolen
625 (65)	Physique	Character: Hans Meyrick
649 (66)	pȃté de foie gras	Character: Gwendolen
649 (67)	Ennui	Character: Gwendolen
711 (68)	À propos	Character: Hans Meyrick
714 (69)	naȉve	Narration about Deronda
743 (70)	Ennui	Narration about Gwendolen
752 (71)	Milord	Narration about group 
758 (72)	Milady	Narration about a group
820 (73)	Portemonnaie	Narration about Mirah








^1	  I am speaking of Danny Karlin whose comprehensive monograph on Proust’s use of English in‘À la recherche du temps perdu’ has inspired much of the present article.
^2	  The information, cited from the aforementioned book, comes from Proust’s Correspondance.See Danny Karlin’s introduction to Proust’s English, p. 1, which traces the origins of Proust’sremark.
^3	  Three theological strands emerge in nineteenth century England, which all inform GeorgeEliot’s novels, i.e. the ‘Oxford movement’, which sought to reinstate the traditions of RomanCatholicism, ‘Evangelicalism’, which focused on individual salvation through a personalencounter with Christ, and ‘Dissent’, which included various defectors from the Church ofEngland, most notably the ‘Methodists’ (for a more detailed analysis see Wolf’s (2014)Anglicanism in English Literature: a religious education.
^4	  This is approximate in the sense that the same French words and phrases occur many times andthat some switches consist of long sequences of words that I have counted as one occurrence.
^5	  Genette (1983, p. 43) conflates thought and speech production on the assumption that thoughtproduction in discourse is necessarily rendered either through speech or the narration of events.We will adopt this convention here and treat thought production in discourse as an instance ofreported speech.
^6	  In 1872, Eliot and George Henry Lewes stayed at Bad Homburg, a spa near Frankfurt, whereEliot saw Byron's great-niece, gambling in a casino (Rignall, 2011). This is meant to be theinspiration for the opening scene of Daniel Deronda.
^7	  It is remarkable that contemporary English novels could not use such words and expect theirreadership to understand them. This obviously raises questions about Eliot’s readership and theexpectations she had that her readers would have access to a range of European languages.
^8	  What follows is based on the Dictionnaire Historique de la Langue Française (2006).
^9	  See Barthes’ (1970) S/Z., in which he introduces five codes that form a network through whichpasses the entire textual entity (Barthes, 1970, p. 27). The fifth cultural code includes thoseutterances that emanate from a collective and anonymous
^10	   FIS can be described for convenience sake as a mixture of direct and indirect discourse,preserving features of both. Features of direct discourse are present, such as exclamations,deixis related to the reported rather than the reporting sequence and absence of verbum dicendi,e.g. says that, as well as subordinators, e.g. ‘that’. Unlike direct speech, it makes use of thethird person, i.e. whoever is speaking has to be inferred without the help of linguistic markers(see Banfield, 1982 for the debatable claim that this disassociation from the communicativefunction qualifies FIS as exclusively literary. For the opposite view that FIS can be encounteredin everyday interactions, see Adamson, 1994).
^11	   Berenice, a Jewish princess, fell in love with the Roman Emperor Titus who upon his accessiondismissed her so that she had to return to her brother Herod.
^12	   Berenice, in love with the Roman enemy, represents the fragmentation of cosmopolitan identityperceived by Mirah as a form of unfaithfulness.
^13	  See Moore’s (1986) philosophical distinction between use and mention.
^14	  The notion of ‘weak communication’ comes from the field of ‘Relevance Theory’. See Sperberand Wilson (2004).
